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Galapagos (GLPG NA)

filgotinib discontinued for RA in the US and GILD 
returning EU rights, expect stock to underperform 
high-single digit

Neutral
Price: €97.70

15 Dec 2020

Last night, after European and US market close, Galapagos (GLPG) announced that, following the FDA 
Type A meeting, Gilead* (GILD) will not advance Jyseleca (filgotinib) for RA (Rheumatoid Arthritis) in 
the US and is also returning EU rights to GLPG. Furthermore, the companies are stopping development of 
filgotinib in PsA (Psoriatic Arthritis) and AS (Ankylosing Spondylitis). Under the new terms of the agreement, 
GLPG will assume full responsibility for filgotinib in Europe and receive a €160m payment from GILD (€110m 
in 2021; €50m in 2022), with GILD entitled to tiered royalties of 8% to 15% of European sales of filgotinib, 
starting in 2024 (prev. 50:50 profit share). Furthermore, GLPG will take on full development costs for certain 
ongoing trials (prev. 50:50 global cost sharing). While increased R&D will be partly offset by the €160m 
payment from GILD, we expect the incremental R&D to exceed this amount, with GLPG’s 50% share of 
filgotinib R&D already reaching c.€97m for 9M’20 (JPMe €127m for FY’20). 

Reflecting the filgotinib update could trim our NPV by c.17%, and we believe only some of this downside 
risk was already priced into GLPG shares. As a sensitivity, if we were to: (i) take out US sales for filgotinib 
in RA and IBD (Ulcerative Colitis and Crohn’s Disease), (ii) take out sales from filgotinib in PsA and AS, (iii) 
reflect the changes in the EU economics, (iv) give GLPG credit for the €160m payment and (v) reflect 
incremental R&D from GLPG assuming full development costs, our EmV would be cut by c.17%/ €20 to c.€100
(prev. €120), broadly in line with the current share price. 

While yesterday’s news was seemingly becoming increasingly anticipated, with GLPG shares down c.10% 
over the past two weeks vs. the SXDP down c.2%, we still expect significant further underperformance 
today. Though our downside sensitivity NPV of c.€100 is broadly in line with last night’s close, we still expect 
further underperformance today, as the market may worry that the filgotinib European peak sales potential could 
be lower with GLPG marketing alone, and GILD’s decision to walk could be seen as having a negative impact 
on GLPG’s commercial potential. If the market was already reflecting 50% chance of GILD returning 
rights, this would still imply c.8-9% further downside today.

Webcast event at 1pm GMT (2pm CET; 8am EDT): Dial in: +44 844 481 9752 (UK), +1 646 741 3167 
(US), +31 207 95 66 14 (Netherlands), +33 1 70 70 0781 (France), +32 2 793 38 47 (Belgium). Confirmation 
Code: 7689939.

* GILD is covered by J.P. Morgan US Biotech analyst Cory Kasimov.
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Analyst Certification: The Research Analyst(s) denoted by an “AC” on the cover of this report certifies (or, where multiple Research 
Analysts are primarily responsible for this report, the Research Analyst denoted by an “AC” on the cover or within the document 
individually certifies, with respect to each security or issuer that the Research Analyst covers in this research) that: (1) all of the views 
expressed in this report accurately reflect the Research Analyst’s personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers; and 
(2) no part of any of the Research Analyst's compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations 
or views expressed by the Research Analyst(s) in this report. For all Korea-based Research Analysts listed on the front cover, if 
applicable, they also certify, as per KOFIA requirements, that the Research Analyst’s analysis was made in good faith and that the views 
reflect the Research Analyst’s own opinion, without undue influence or intervention.

All authors named within this report are Research Analysts unless otherwise specified. In Europe, Sector Specialists (Sales and Trading) 
may be shown on this report as contacts but are not authors of the report or part of the Research Department.

J.P. Morgan does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the 
firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single 
factor in making their investment decision.

Important Disclosures

  Market Maker/ Liquidity Provider: J.P. Morgan is a market maker and/or liquidity provider in the financial instruments of/related 
to Galapagos.

  Client: J.P. Morgan currently has, or had within the past 12 months, the following entity(ies) as clients: Galapagos.

  Debt Position: J.P. Morgan may hold a position in the debt securities of Galapagos, if any.

Company-Specific Disclosures: Important disclosures, including price charts and credit opinion history tables, are available for 
compendium reports and all J.P. Morgan–covered companies by visiting https://www.jpmm.com/research/disclosures, calling 1-800-477-
0406, or e-mailing research.disclosure.inquiries@jpmorgan.com with your request. J.P. Morgan’s Strategy, Technical, and Quantitative 
Research teams may screen companies not covered by J.P. Morgan. For important disclosures for these companies, please call 1-800-
477-0406 or e-mail research.disclosure.inquiries@jpmorgan.com.

Date Rating Price (€) Price Target 
(€)

13-Sep-18 OW 104.55 120

26-Oct-18 OW 86.04 125

15-Jul-19 OW 128.15 165

15-Aug-19 OW 152.05 170

06-Jan-20 N 188.40 185

24-Sep-20 N 118.70 130

12-Nov-20 N 104.75 120

The chart(s) show J.P. Morgan's continuing coverage of the stocks; the current analysts may or may not have covered it over the entire 
period. 
J.P. Morgan ratings or designations: OW = Overweight, N= Neutral, UW = Underweight, NR = Not Rated

Explanation of Equity Research Ratings, Designations and Analyst(s) Coverage Universe: 
J.P. Morgan uses the following rating system: Overweight [Over the next six to twelve months, we expect this stock will outperform the 
average total return of the stocks in the analyst’s (or the analyst’s team’s) coverage universe.] Neutral [Over the next six to twelve 
months, we expect this stock will perform in line with the average total return of the stocks in the analyst’s (or the analyst’s team’s) 
coverage universe.] Underweight [Over the next six to twelve months, we expect this stock will underperform the average total return of 
the stocks in the analyst’s (or the analyst’s team’s) coverage universe.] Not Rated (NR): J.P. Morgan has removed the rating and, if 
applicable, the price target, for this stock because of either a lack of a sufficient fundamental basis or for legal, regulatory or policy 
reasons. The previous rating and, if applicable, the price target, no longer should be relied upon. An NR designation is not a 
recommendation or a rating. In our Asia (ex-Australia and ex-India) and U.K. small- and mid-cap equity research, each stock’s expected 
total return is compared to the expected total return of a benchmark country market index, not to those analysts’ coverage universe. If it 
does not appear in the Important Disclosures section of this report, the certifying analyst’s coverage universe can be found on J.P. 
Morgan’s research website, www.jpmorganmarkets.com. 
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and J.P. Morgan; price data adjusted for stock splits and dividends.

Initiated coverage Sep 12, 2018. All share prices are as of market close on the previous business day.
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Coverage Universe: Gordon, James D: Abcam (ABCA.L), Alcon (ALC.S), Alcon - GRS (ALC), Argenx (ARGX.BR), Argenx (ARGX 
US) (ARGX), AstraZeneca (AZN.L), Dechra (DPH.L), Galapagos (GLPG.AS), Galapagos ADR (GLPG), Genmab A/S (GMAB.CO), 
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK.L), Grifols (GRLS.MC), Grifols (non-voting ADR) (GRFS), Grifols (non-voting) (GRLSbn.MC), Hikma 
Pharmaceuticals (HIK.L), Idorsia (IDIA.S), Lundbeck (LUN.CO), MorphoSys (MORG.DE), MorphoSys AG (MOR), Takeda (TAK), 
Vectura (VEC.L), Vifor Pharma AG (VIFN.S)

J.P. Morgan Equity Research Ratings Distribution, as of October 10, 2020

Overweight
(buy)

Neutral
(hold)

Underweight
(sell)

J.P. Morgan Global Equity Research Coverage 47% 39% 14%
IB clients* 52% 49% 37%

JPMS Equity Research Coverage 46% 40% 14%
IB clients* 75% 70% 55%

*Percentage of subject companies within each of the "buy," "hold" and "sell" categories for which J.P. Morgan has provided investment banking 
services within the previous 12 months. Please note that the percentages might not add to 100% because of rounding.
For purposes only of FINRA ratings distribution rules, our Overweight rating falls into a buy rating category; our Neutral rating falls into a hold rating 
category; and our Underweight rating falls into a sell rating category. Please note that stocks with an NR designation are not included in the table above. 
This information is current as of the end of the most recent calendar quarter.

Equity Valuation and Risks: For valuation methodology and risks associated with covered companies or price targets for covered 
companies, please see the most recent company-specific research report at http://www.jpmorganmarkets.com, contact the primary analyst 
or your J.P. Morgan representative, or email research.disclosure.inquiries@jpmorgan.com. For material information about the proprietary 
models used, please see the Summary of Financials in company-specific research reports and the Company Tearsheets, which are 
available to download on the company pages of our client website, http://www.jpmorganmarkets.com. This report also sets out within it 
the material underlying assumptions used.
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persons of J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, and may not be subject to FINRA Rule 2241 or 2242 restrictions on communications with 
covered companies, public appearances, and trading securities held by a research analyst account.
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worldwide.
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specifically permitted by relevant laws. Not all research content is redistributed, e-mailed or made available to third-party aggregators. 
For all research material available on a particular stock, please contact your sales representative.

Any long form nomenclature for references to China; Hong Kong; Taiwan; and Macau within this research material are Mainland China; 
Hong Kong SAR, (China); Taiwan, (China); and Macau SAR, (China).
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information is available only to persons who have received the proper options or futures risk disclosure documents. Please contact your 
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http://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/Security_Futures_Risk_Disclosure_Statement_2018.pdf for a copy of the Security Futures Risk 
Disclosure Statement. 

Changes to Interbank Offered Rates (IBORs) and other benchmark rates: Certain interest rate benchmarks are, or may in the future 
become, subject to ongoing international, national and other regulatory guidance, reform and proposals for reform. For more information, 
please consult: https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/disclosures/interbank_offered_rates

Private Bank Clients: Where you are receiving research as a client of the private banking businesses offered by JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
and its subsidiaries (“J.P. Morgan Private Bank”), research is provided to you by J.P. Morgan Private Bank and not by any other division 
of J.P. Morgan, including, but not limited to, the J.P. Morgan Corporate and Investment Bank and its Global Research division.

Legal entity responsible for the production and distribution of research: The legal entity identified below the name of the Reg AC 
Research Analyst who authored this material is the legal entity responsible for the production of this research. Where multiple Reg AC 
Research Analysts authored this material with different legal entities identified below their names, these legal entities are jointly 
responsible for the production of this research. Research Analysts from various J.P. Morgan affiliates may have contributed to the 
production of this material but may not be licensed to carry out regulated activities in your jurisdiction (and do not hold themselves out as 
being able to do so). Unless otherwise stated below, this material has been distributed by the legal entity responsible for production. If 
you have any queries, please contact the relevant Research Analyst in your jurisdiction or the entity in your jurisdiction that has 
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Legal Entities Disclosures and Country-/Region-Specific Disclosures:
Argentina: JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A Sucursal Buenos Aires is regulated by Banco Central de la República Argentina (“BCRA”-
Central Bank of Argentina) and Comisión Nacional de Valores (“CNV”- Argentinian Securities Commission” - ALYC y AN Integral 
N°51). Australia: J.P. Morgan Securities Australia Limited (“JPMSAL”) (ABN 61 003 245 234/AFS Licence No: 238066) is regulated 
by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission and is a Market, Clearing and Settlement Participant of ASX Limited and CHI-
X. This material is issued and distributed in Australia by or on behalf of JPMSAL only to "wholesale clients" (as defined in section 761G 
of the Corporations Act 2001). A list of all financial products covered can be found by visiting 
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JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Dubai Branch is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA) and its registered address is 
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Monetary Authority and the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong, and J.P. Morgan Broking (Hong Kong) Limited (CE 
number AAB027) is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A., Hong Kong is 
organized under the laws of the United States with limited liability. India: J.P. Morgan India Private Limited (Corporate Identity Number 
- U67120MH1992FTC068724), having its registered office at J.P. Morgan Tower, Off. C.S.T. Road, Kalina, Santacruz - East, Mumbai –
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Africa Proprietary Limited is a member of the Johannesburg Securities Exchange and is regulated by the Financial Services Board. 
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Taiwan Securities and Futures Bureau. Material relating to equity securities is issued and distributed in Taiwan by J.P. Morgan Securities 
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Disclosures” in this material. Thailand: This material is issued and distributed in Thailand by JPMorgan Securities (Thailand) Ltd., 
which is a member of the Stock Exchange of Thailand and is regulated by the Ministry of Finance and the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, and its registered address is 3rd Floor, 20 North Sathorn Road, Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500. UK and European 
Economic Area (EEA): J.P. Morgan Securities plc (“JPMS plc”) is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is authorised by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered in 
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JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is a member of the FDIC. Material published by non-U.S. affiliates is distributed in the U.S. by JPMS who 
accepts responsibility for its content.

General: Additional information is available upon request. The information in this material has been obtained from sources believed to
be reliable. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in this material are accurate and that the forecasts, 
opinions and expectations contained herein are fair and reasonable, JPMorgan Chase & Co. or its affiliates and/or subsidiaries 
(collectively J.P. Morgan) make no representations or warranties whatsoever to the completeness or accuracy of the material provided, 
except with respect to any disclosures relative to J.P. Morgan and the Research Analyst's involvement with the issuer that is the subject of 
the material. Accordingly, no reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information contained in this 
material. Any data discrepancies in this material could be the result of different calculations and/or adjustments. J.P. Morgan accepts no 
liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this material or its contents, and neither J.P. Morgan nor any of its respective 
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Opinions, forecasts or projections contained in this material represent J.P. Morgan's current opinions or judgment as of the date of the 
material only and are therefore subject to change without notice. Periodic updates may be provided on companies/industries based on 
company-specific developments or announcements, market conditions or any other publicly available information. There can be no 
assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or projections, which represent only one 
possible outcome. Furthermore, such opinions, forecasts or projections are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that 
have not been verified, and future actual results or events could differ materially. The value of, or income from, any investments referred 
to in this material may fluctuate and/or be affected by changes in exchange rates. All pricing is indicative as of the close of market for the 
securities discussed, unless otherwise stated. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Accordingly, investors may receive back 
less than originally invested. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. 
The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not 
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in a manner inconsistent with the views taken in this material, and J.P. Morgan is under no obligation to ensure that such other 
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